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Abstract 

This paper has two parts: [n the first part, it presents a way of 
formalizing identity choice issues. In the main part, it looks at the 
incentive~ firms have to differentiate themselves by means of choosing 
meaningless, worthless ·tags' in the absence of exogenous rules pre
venting them from imitating each other. It shows that even when one 
can find a. ranking of firms' products (from worse to better sell), 'en
dogenous' differentiation of this sort might result. A crucial factor in 
obtaining th.is result is that not all buyers should be able to observe 
all tags in the same wa.y, i.e., that observability conditions should vary 
a.cross buyers. 



1 Introduction 

:\fost 'real-world' markets rely on reputation to support trade, a.nd reputa
tions hinge on 'identities', i.e., roughly speaking, on a set of círcurnstances 
that allows agents to distinguish those they have intera.cted with in the pa.st, 
thus putting them in a position to string together the histories of specific 
agents and from those histories infer something about who those agents 're
ally' are. 

Conventionally, most economic theory just treat agents' 'identities' as 
exogenously given, and moreover, it tends to display a strong bias towards 
assuming that agents a.re perfectly identified. Occasionally, the opposite 
extreme assumption is made, namely, the.t agents a.re completely anonymous 
(in fact, it is sometimes claimed that markets are cha.racterized by anonymous 
tran:sactions). In any case, what is very seldom allowed for is for agents to 
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be ablc to choose their 'identities'. In practicc, it is dea.r Lhat agents have a 
degrce of control over their identities. Agents can choose Lheir names, and 
often can changc t.heir m1.mes. They can choose whethcr or uot. Lo advertise 
their na.mes, and they can choose where to advertise. Thcy can dioose to hide 
their identities, or simply not to c.:arry any form of identification. Moreover, 
all agents cannot observe ali clcments thaL malee upan agent's idcntit.y in the 
same way. Sorne are effectivcly in a posíLion to survey the identitics nf t.he 
whole population, while others are only able to observe the identities of those 
agents in their immediate surronndings. Sorne can observe better those tlutL 
are ;near' to them, than those that are fa.rther away. Others, in contrast, can 
scc thc wood but not ma.ke out its trees. 

Givcn these possibilities (and many others) plus the rather complex pay
offs structures undc:rlying m0ot i,ituations, the presumption th~t either of the 
extreme cases (full identification or complete anonymity) providei, a 'good' 
description of the general 'identifiability' conditions prevailing in economic 
interactions appears highly dubious. As usual, in the absence of theory and 
theory-based evidence, it is hard to make a really informed judgeruent. 

The first and general purpose of this paper is to malee a st.art in filling the 
gap that would seern to exist in thi.s a.rea by developing a formal, specialized 
framework to study 'identity' c.:hoices. 

The first step is to develop a more precise set of concepts to <leal with 
a myriad of rather subtle issues that is hard to address otherwIBe . 1'br 
example, what does it mean to be 'identi.fied' '! Does it suffi.ce that a person 
be distinguishable from any other? But then, what about agents that operate 
under two different names? 1n fact, what exactly should we call a 'narne' '? 
1s a 'name' in essence justa 'tag' serving the aim of differentiating agents or 
is there more to it? Might 'namei,' not also serve the purpose of 'associating' 
h'Toups of agents? (Think of family narnes). I think it evident that the 'fuzzy' 
<lay to day meanings of wor<ls like 'name' and 'irnage' cannot provide a rsolid 
basis for theorizing on this snbject. 

The next step is to notr: that the choice of identity is strategic. The 
extent to which an individual can and rnight want to 'identify' hen~elf will 
depend on the extent to which her fellows differentiate themselvr:s from her 
and among themselves. For exarnple, the only 'generic• product in a market 
is clcarly distinguishable from any othcr product, while the incentives of a 
criminal to disclose his identity will clP.arly depend on whether or not he can 
tell if thc-: persou confronting him is an undercover agent or a fellow criminal. 
Given this .strong 8Lra.tegic dimension, it is natural to use game theory to 
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analyze this type of bchavior. 
In applying the game theordic formalism a bé:1.'=Jic task is to identify the 

t.ype of game which might serve as a benchrnark environment to study identity 
choices. Of course, the 'appropriate' garue to study will vary with the more 
specifk questions one pursues within this broader program. 

Here I come to the second and main pnrt of this paper: It focuses on 
the question uf whether and under which conditions and to what extent 
agcnts can differentiate themselves by means of what I will he calling 'tags', 
i.e. observable characteristics which carry no semantic mea.ning and are by 
themselves not in any way payoff relevant. In a sense, 'tags' Are a forro of 
cheap talk but thc message they ai.m to convey is of a very restricted nature, 
namely, 'l am not sorneone else'. By means of their choice of tags agent.s in 
a population will group themselves in various ways, and these groupings will 
then determine the type of inferences other agents will draw about unobserv
able, payoff-relevant characteristics of rivals. 

'lo study these questions, it seems to me that at least in a first approxima
tion it suffices to work with very simple ( qua.si) static garnes, though clP,arly 
lhe question of choice of identities, closely linked. as it is with the process 
uf reputation formation, can only be fully understood in a truly dynarnic 
context. More specifically, the game studied here is one where one-product 
sellers start out by simultaneously choosing tag oonfigurations. After this 
choice they are paired randomly ( the matching is random to better conc.en
trnte on the question of 'identifiability' -see Section ? below) to buyers with 
unít <lemands and sellers proceed to demand a price from buyers. If buyers 
accept the price is paid and trade takes place. The crucial features are, first, 
that different buyers value sellers products differently; and secondly, that 
bnyers cannot tell sellers apart except by relying on the tags sellers 'wear' 
(buyers themselves a.re perfectly identifiable). The choice of tagc; will afect 
buyers beliefs about who is who, and, consequently, sellers ability to extra.et 
a payment from buyers. Note an important peculiarity of this model: Unlike 
what ha.ppens in 'marriage' models, the va.lue of a. transaction to one of the 
parties involved, namely sellers, depends only on the price agreed, not di
rectly on the actual identity of buyers. This mea.ns, in particular, that there 
is no obvious 'single crossing structure' underlying the results1

. 

1 As in for exl!.mple a. situation where agent A prefers agent B, and a.gent C prefers 
e.,11;ent D, and vice-verss. Endogenous identification will follow in such a.n environment 
quite naturally as the ranking of interaction partners is e:xactly inverted across intlividuals. 
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. The st.A.tements coming out of this analysis concern t.he features of the 
tag spacc and payoff space (i.e. 1 how many tags there are, who can observe 
whosc tags, who values what how much, etc.) that translate iuto informative 
tag patterns, that is tag patterns that actually allow ageut,:s to distinguish 
each othcr though perhaps not perfectly (readers familiar with the cheap 
talk literature will note that this is strongly reminiscent of the re~ults of 
that literature where thc focus is precisely on whether or not chf'.ap talle cau 
trascend babbling, or to put it differently, whether something can FLctually 
be comrnunicated throngh che-ap talk). 

Here is a short overvicw of the results: First of all, the papcr shows 
that the fact tha.t sorne buyers prefer one seller's products to another, while 
olhers have opposite preferences, is not enough to induce differentiation. 
What I call partial observability (sorne huyen, not being able to observe 
sorne tags) and differential perspectivcs (differing buyers' ability to observe 
tags across matches) a.re required. More specifically, it is shown that in arder 
to obtain any form of strict differentiation (both differentiated sellers strictly 
prcfering to be distinguished) tags have to be public. The simplest form of 
such di:fferentiation is what is called in the papr:r 1nested' differentiation and 
which can arise with a single public tag. Here sellers a.re grouped in pools 
inclu<ling 'very good' and 'ver:y bad' sellers whose members, given the way 
huyers form their beliefs, strictly prefer not to leave while outsiders strictly 
prefer not to join. 'lb go beyond this, multiple partially observable public 
tags are require<l. In such context, strict diffcrentiation requires pooling of 
scllcrs. Finally, it is shown that in order to get complete strict differentiation 
( ea.ch seller on his or her own) it turns out to be necessa.ry for buyers to have 
complex perspectives (ali tags neither public nor prívate). 

In all of this, as already hinted at, the way out-of-equilibrium beliefs 
are formed is central (perhaps not surprisingly given tha.t this is sorne form 
of signalling game). Accordingly, the consistcncy requirement of sequential 
eqnilibrium, tht:i natural solution concept for the game studied, will come to 
play in many case a very important role. 

1.0.1 Marketing and Trade Mark Legislation 

Note the close connection between the subject matter of this paper anda lot 
of the issues 'marketing' deals with. After all, we are talking about a form 
uf product differentiation, though here the primary concern is with the 'ob
servability' and 'identifiability' of pro<lucts rather than just their attributes 
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(<IB iu more conventional analysis)¡ with how µro<lucts are perceived rathcr 
thau ju8L what they are. In fact, I do not think iL farfetched to claim that 
thc focns nf 'marketing' is precisely on the 'imFLge' of products and producers 
rathcr than t.heir actual properties, and this is also the focus of the analysis 
in this papcr. 

Another important area of application is trade mark protection. Surpris
ingly (at least to me) ma.ny of the rather esoteric sounding qucstionl!I <lealt 
wiLh in this paper seem to have munterparts in the legal discussíons in the 
courts concerning trade mark infringernent. For example, it is apparently a 
primary concern of the law to define whether a mark is really bcing observed 
by buyers who might be mislcd. Two equal marks observed by different sets 
of buyeni do not constitute a case of infringement. This type of considcration 
relates dírectly to the central claim in this paper: That the fact that buyers 
can observe different things to different extents is crucial in <letermining firms 
incentives to imitate each other. 

In a sense, this paper can be seen asan attempt to get an analytical hold 
on the manifold ambiguities and problems facing the law in defining exar:tly 
what a t.radem&"k is or should be. 

2 A Framework for Studying Identities 

2.1 Basic Formalization 

The purpose of this section is to develop an abstract scheme of categories on 
which to base the analysis of identity choices. 

The starting point is a. set of 'subjects', S = { 1, 2, 3, ... N}, aml a set of 
agents, A= {1,2,3, .... M}. 

A 'subject' will be designated by mal! case letters, an agent by capital 
letters. A subject i is basically a list of 'attributes' A. = (xl, xl ~, ... , x'¡n). 
An 'attribute' is here any feature of the subject that is rclcvant in sorne 
way or a.nother to sorne agent's decision in the economy. Denoting t.he space 
of attributes .A, the ma.p of subjects' attributes is then a correspoudence 
A : S ----+ A. Sa.y, there are m attributes, a.nd each takes values on the real 
line, then the space of attributes is .R"",with x" = R U {N A},whcre NA is 
a 'null value' denoting non-applicability (more on nulls below). A subject's 
list of attributes is simply a point in that space. 

An agent K is a.n observing entity that., as usual, takes decisions. Every 
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agent will a.lso he a subjed. (i.e., for every entry in the agents' fo,t there 
is a corresponding cntry in the subjects' list, so that lvf ~ N), but not 
the other way around: Thcrc might be subjects that do not take <lccisions 
(say, a product). Often thc set of subjeds and agents will coincide, but, in 
principle, it seems important to allow for the distinction to study phenomcna 
like 'branding', or even to allow for agents not being able to observe thcir 
own attributei:;. 

Now, a crucial distinction is betvveen 'observable' and 'non-observable' 
attribntes. As t.he attributes of a given subject observable to one agent might 
not he observable to another, for each agent K one divides each subject's 
attributcs int.o two subsets, OKi, the set of attributes of subjed i observable 
to agent K, a.nd NKi, t.he set of attributes of subject i not observable by 
agent K. 

·Observable' means here pretty much what it means in ordinary langu1:1,ge, 
but there is a point that dffierves sorne elaboration: In modelling certain 
situations one might want to allow for attributes to be hidden while in other 
cases one might prefer to assume that certain attributes just do not apply 
to certain subjects ar tha.t agents are a.ble to drop attributes altogether from 
their list. The question is how to <leal with such situations. Thc hiding of the 
attribute might itsclf be observable, in which case it would seern appropriate 
to model hidden attributes by mea.ns of 'null values', i.e., a token appeara.nce 
(a kind of parch) that <loes not allow the other agent to asscss t.he level of 
the attribute . On the other ha.nd, hidiug the value of an attribute in such 
a way that the other agent cannot tell whether the attribute is hidden or 
just not present, seems eqnivalent to making that attribute not observable. 
Finally, the case of dropping attributes or instances where attributes do not 
apply ( e.g., tall suga.r) is somewha.t more ambiguous. li agents are a.ware 
tha.t a p1:1,rticular attribute does not apply to some subject, another 'null 
value' ( distinct from the 'null value' denoting observable hiding and with the 
meani11g ·attribute does not apply') would seem to be called for. If agents 
are not aware, again unobscrvability would seem appropriate. 

Say there are three attributes, x 1 , x2 , x3, then the space of attributes is 
R31

, wit.h J/t = R U {N} U {NA}, k = I, 2, 3, where Nis the 'null value' rep
rnsenting non-observability while NA :aitands far tbe •null value' representing 
non-applicability. Say only the first attribute va.lue of subject i is observable 
by agent K (but all three attribut.es apply), then OKi = {xLN,N} 

I define t.he 'field of vision' of agcnt K to be the mapping from subjects 
to thP- list of attributes observable by that agent, 'IJ, K : S -+ .A', where A' 
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~tands for the attribute spacc extended to allow for non- observability, so 
that WK (i) = OKi· 

Nnte thaL this formalization can capture something like 'coarsP. vision', 
i.e., au agent not being able to make out the exact value of an attribul.e. Say 
an agfmt can only distinguish whethP-r the value of attribute ai is either in 
the interval [O: 1] or in (1, +oo). Then onc c.an create an additional observable 
attribute a. such that iL ta.kes one value whcn the original attribute falls in 
the first interval and another when the original attribute falls in the othcr 
interval, while letting the original attributc be now unobservable. 

2.2 Substantial Attributes versus Tags 

Though this is the core of the framework proposed here, there are a series 
of important elaborations. First of ali, one should distinguish between at
tributes that are payo[ relevant in sorne way, either because acquiring them 
is costly or beca.use sorne agents directly care about them, and those that are 
not payoff relevant in any way. I will call the latter 'tags' while referring to 
the former as 'substantive'. As already noted. in the introduction, the analyt
ical part of this paper will <leal wíth choice of 'tags' rather tha.n 'substantive 
characteristics'. 

2.3 Symbolic versus Nominal Attributes 

In fact, it wíll deal with a very special da.58 of ta.gs, namely those that <lo 
not have any 'sernantic meaning'. In principle, any attribute, whether payoff 
relevant or not, might carry what I call semantic meaning. That is, might 
carry an implicit message. For example, a tag ( now the literal thing) might 
carry a ,;vritten legend. Or, the color red might be associated with left-wing 
politics. This latter example illustrates quite well what 'semantic rneaning' 
entails and what it <loes not: li the color red is associated with left-wing 
politics because agents believe that a lot of left-wingers have chosen to wear 
red, then this is not a case of 'semantic meaning': H left-wingers had chosen 
instead to wear brown, brown would just as readily have been a.,,;:sociated 
with them. 'Semantic m<'.aning' comes into play only if the attribute by 
itself has the effect of conveying a particular message independent of who 
else is carrying it: If a left-winger can make his political convictions known 
by ca.rrying red even if no other left-winger is wearing the color, then red is 
meaningful: It means 'I ama leftwinger'. The difference is somewhat subtle 
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(specially in dynamic treatments as it might be argued that red has come 
to mean le.ft-wing because in the past the color was used by left-wingers) 
but I think of thc ntm08t importance in many sítuatiorn~. Take the two 
designations COCA COLA and ARCI COLA. Certainly, the producen, of the 
latter product in a.dding thc word COLA were not airning to rnislead buyen; 
inlo believing that their produr:t was the real thing (COCA COLA) but 
rather were telling them something about. the type of d.rink on offer (namcly 
a COLA drink). They were doing this by sha.ring an observable attribute 
(the desig:nation COLA) with a well known drink. Since the distinction is 
important I introduce an additional term, symbols, to designate attributes 
with semantic meaning. Note that symbols are not interchangeable, quite 
unlikc tags: A rose by the name of something stinky would not smell as 
sweet. 

2.4 Discretionary Attributes versus Fixed Attributes 
or Characteristics 

And last but certainly not least, sorne attributes will be chosen, sorne uot; 
in other words, sorne will he 'fixed', sorne 'discretionary'. This should best 
be understood as a 'stylized' version of a more realistic scenario in which it 
might be oostly to choose attributes, and more costly to choose sorne than 
others. 

These considerations ( with the exception of 'coarse vision ') pa.rtition 
the list of attributes of a 'subject' in various ways, sorne of which will 
vary with the particular agent observing the subject (tags/substantive at
tributes;observable/not observable attributes) while others won't (chaxactcr
istic/discretionary attributes). Of couz-se, there are other distinctions that 
might be relevant (for exarnple., concerning how easily observable attributes 
can be remembered; how easily 'communicable' they a.re¡ etc.), but the above 
seem to make up the minirnal framework far thinking about identity choices 
at least in a ( qua.si) static environment. 

2.5 What is an Identity? 

As an illustration of the above formalism at work, and for general reference 
in the rernaining of the paper, I go into a brief discussion of the m<>.aning of 
an 'i<lentity'. 
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At the most general level, the 'identity' of an subject in the eyeis of an 
ag-ent K is a set of observable values of attributes of a subject i that allows 
K to distínguish this particular subject from all others. More formally, 

Deflnition 1 Th,:, 'identity' of subject i in the eyes of agent K, IiK, is the 
smallest sr.t of attrib·ult'-8 values (x?, x?, ... , xt") C A¡ s'Uch lhat 

i) xf,,. E Oxi, n = 1, ... , o 

ii) f or each j -:/ i, 3 n s.t. x?' -1, x?• 

A subject i is then ideuti.fied in the eyes of an agent K if and only if 
OKí 1- OKi, '<;/ j -::f i, or, equivalently, if and only if wK1 (OKi:) = {í}. 

Note that the use of 'null values' allows for identification by means of 
non-observables, i.e., allows a.n agent to distinguish between subjects í and j 
by mea.ns of an attribute that is observable to the agent for one but nut for 
the other subject. Note furthcr that the concept of identification propused 
here does not imply that an agent knows everything about the imbject in 
question. For identification in the above sense to imply that, agents must 
know the map of subjects' attributes with certainty. Nor does the notion 
of identity proposed here imply that in the eyes of the agr.nt there is a 1: l 
mapping from observables to agents. For example, in a situation where the 
agent iis not certain about the map of attributes, an agent rnight not be 
ahle to tell whether two distinct sets of ob8ervables correspond to one or two 
snbjects. 

Tt is perhaps useful to define a identification mapping for agent K as 
the mapping from attributes observable by K to subjects, i.e., T x : A.' -
.',' U {0},and call the set TK (OKi) the 'identifi.cation set' of subject i in the 
cycs nf agent, K. Note that w,/ (Oxi) = T K (OK¡), so that a subject i is 
identi.fied iff hi.'5 identification set only contains him. 

One can define further the 'degroo of (direct) identification of a subject i 
in thc eyes of agent K' by taking the inverse of the cardinality of that agent \; 
identification set in the eyes of K, 11 K(~K;)I" A subject is 'under-identified' if 
its dcgree of identífi.cation is below one. 

2.6 Direct versus Indirect Identification 

One must. draw an important distinction a.t this point: One can keep trac:-k 
of a player's identity by making sure one stic-ks to him or her over time -
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say, if I know that to start with I was alone with a given person in a room, 
I can be certain I am still with the same person just by making sure no 
on~ goes in or out of the room. Direct observation of the subject's foatnres 
is not invulved in this procedure. In other wor<ls, knowing the 'matching 
procedure' can sometimes suffice to identify a .subject even if none of thc 
subject's attrihntes are directly observable. 

Defining a 'matching function' M : A -- .6.S, i.e. a mapping from 
the space of Ei.gents to the space of probability distríbntions over subjects. 
Clearly, dcterministic matching (i.e., M : A --------t 8) will lead automatically to 
identification without observation, in the sense that the agent will know who 
she is facing rcgardless of what she can observe. More generally, lhe nature 
of the matching will define a probability distribution over suhjects giving the 
likelihood that an agent is matched with a given subject conditional on that 
agent.'s direct observations. Decisions will be based on this probahility dis
tribution reflecting 'total identification', i.e., the 'sum' of direct and in<lirect 
identificatíon. 

3 Association 

There is another role observable attributes rnight play besides identifying 
a 8Ubject, and that is to associate it with a wider class of subjects. The 
association cau ta.ke place in various ways: For example, it may be a rcsult. 
of undcr-identification. In such situations, a subject is necessarily associatcd 
with all other subject from which it cannot be distinguished. 'Pooling' is thc 
usual term to designate this form of association. But there is association by 
over-identification as well. Subjects who are identified might be seen as being 
connected by virtue of sharing certain attributes (saya producer assigns his 
proprietary name to its products; sharing a family name or caste designation¡ 
franchising; academic affiliations, etc.). 

The simple scheme proposed here is, seems to me, adequate to deal with 
issues of identification in the i:iense this term was just defined. A more com
prehensive theory of 'image'• this latter term understood asan agent's beliefs 
regarding the payoff relevant attributes of a subject, would have to take into 
consideration issues of association by over-identifica.tion and would probably 
require a more elaborate foundation that the one just presented. 
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4 Identiflcation by Means of Tags 

As an application of the system of categories just outlined, I look at thc ques
t-ion of whether and under which r:onclitiom; 'Lag::;', i.e., observable attributes 
that. are not payoff-relevant and carry no semaut.ic rneaníng, can actually be 
informative, or, in other words, can s<'!rve to differentiate subjects. I look at 
a simple game which is ( quasi) static in the sense that the really interesting 
r:hoices Lake place simultaneously at the hcginning uf the game, and in which 
all subject.s are agents (can observe and be observed). Most relevantly, given 
that the focus of the discussion here is on thc potential iuformativeness of 
tags, agcnts will be 8.8sumed to have complete frecdom to d10ose tags, in 
particular, it will not be ~sumed tha.t the rules of the game preveut agents 
from choosing the sa.me tags aB their fellows. 

As rnentioned in the intro<ludion, tag;s are a form of chca.p talk, though 
one which does not rely on 'sema.ntic meaning'. Own narncs, includi11g logos 
and other distinctive markiugl:l, can reasonably be described a.'3 tags, as their 
meanings are moi.tly of only secondary importance and people seldom ha.ve 
strong preferenccs over this kind of items (in fact, in this agc of 'globalization', 
businesses in choosing own na.mes and logos are very ('.Oncerned Lo try and 
come up with as 'neutral' a. designation as possible, lest they get tangled up in 
all kind of cultural sensihilities). So, the following games can he understood 
as depicting situations in which agentis are choosing own nam~2. 

The re.st of the paper will deal with a iseller-buyer game in which the value 
of the ítem on sale to each buyer varie~ by seller. An important feature of 
Lhis game is that the seller cares only for the price, not for who is paying it, 
while the buyer also cares for the likely identity of the seller3 . Also, it will be 

2 Jt. might be objected thot trad~mark law prevents agents from adopting the names of 
their fellows. The onswer tu that must be that this paper is precbiely about t.he manifold 
ambiguitie:i 11,nd proh\ems facing the law in defining exactly what a. trademark is. After 
all, even if the law could succeed in precisely identifying a set of attributes' values as a 
·trademark', there is ~till the prohlem that was is observable varíe¡ from agent to agent. 
Moreover, thwe problems and others are a.ggravatcd by the fact that nowadays ma.ny 
Lusinesses opere.te internationally, a circumstauce that not only generates the usual prob
lems of trading a.cross differcnt leii;al environm1mts, but in this case also implies dealíng 
with very differeut cultural and informational stand.ards makiog the problem of defining 
a 'trodcmark' even more intractable. 

3 It bear!! repeating that games in which, unlike what happens in buyer-seller interac
tions, the value of a transoction depends for bot.h !!ides on the identities of both the partie. 
ínvolved ('mating gamc;;') opera.te very differently. 
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assumed throughout that bnyers are perfectly identified, lRaving for further 
work t.he analysis of two-sided idcntifü . .:atíon problems. 

4.1 A Benchmark Buyer-Seller Game 

There l:lie N buyers and scllcrs. Subjeds and agents coincide here, i.e., S = 
A. To start with buyers and/or selleni> are allowed to choose simultanoously 
'tags', i.e., observable attributcs that carry neither meaning nor are in any 
way pa.yoff relevant. These 'tags' will be the only observable attributes in 
thc game. Sellers and buyers are then matched 1: 1 randomly. That is, the 
matching function of ,say, seller i, M (i), will assign probability ! to being 
matched with any givcn buyer, probability O to being matche<l with another 
seller. Similarly for buycrs. After being matched, a.gcnts will observe each 
others' tags, and then proceed to trad.e an indivisible object for a price p. The 
trading procedure will involve the seller making a. price olfer to the buyer, 
and the buyer accepting or rejecting it. If the offer is rejected, both get 
µayoffs of O. If it is accepted, the :,;eller gets a payoff p, while the buyer gets a 
payoIT E(vjOBs, M (B))- p, where the fust expression denotes the expected 
value of the ítem in the eycs of the buyer given what he can observe and his 
matching distribution. Of couri:;e, I will assume tha.t the value to a buyer 
of the itern being sold varíes according to who the scller is (Note that the 
:,;yrnmetric assurnption <loes not apply: The value of the trausaction to a 
st::ller depends only on thc price. This will turn out to be very important for 
the ability of tags to separa.te agents). I will denote the value of the item 
of seller M for buyer N by v(M, N). Note that such a value will be both 
an atl.ribute of M as well A.,;; of N. As mentioned, thfSe att.ribute will be 
unohservable. The exact field of visiou of each a.gent will VRry frmu case to 
ca.se. 

Note that sellers when confrontcd with non-identified buyers will salve a 
standard price discrimination problem. If buyers are identified, on the other 
hand, a seller will always set p = E(vlO8 s, M (B)). 

The objective is now to find what properties of the subject-attributes and 
observability mapping-s lead to sorne degree of identüication among agents. 

The solution concept that will be nsed is the notion of sequential P-quilib
riurn (though the dynamics involved are in :,¡orne sense secondary, the inter
estiug stage being the initial simultaneous choice of tags). 
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5 Single Tag 

Let there be M sellers and M buycrs. Assume that players can only observe 
what happens within their own match. Let the value of the product of 
seller m to buyer n be given by v (n, m). Assnme that there is only one 
observable attribute which is in itself not payoff relevant aud meaningless 
and <'..an take values 1, ... , M. T(m) stands for the value of this tag adopted 
by scllcr m. Assume further that all buyers can observe cach seller's tag, i.e., 
0 8 nsm = {T (m)} rfn, m. Finally, assume that all buycrs are identifiable by 
all sellers. 

The question is: Drn~ there exist a sequential equilibrium such that there 
is sorne degree of identifir:ation among :sellers? The answer is no except in the 
extreme case where all scllcrs would earn the same payoff when identified. 

To see that thcre are no separating equilibria: The payoff of seller m will 
be given in a separating equilibrium by 

n 

where p ( Bn) stands for the probability that seller m be matched with buycr 
n. 

Assume that there is a seller o whose payoff is highest. Then any sellcr 
m -=f. o has an incentive to deviate and adopt the same tag value as sellcr 
o. This rega.rdless of out-of-equilibrium beliefs as the deviation will not be 
registered by buyers who can only observe what happens in bis or her own 
match. 

So, the only p06sible equilibria will entail identity pooling. The payoff to 
a sdlcr under such a candidate equilibrium is then 

n m 

where p (Sm) stands for the probability that a buyer a..ssigns to being matched 
with seller m. Note that this last expression can be rewritten in the following 
way, 

m n. 

In words, a seller's payoff under pooling is justa convex combina.tion of sell
ers' payoffs when identifiable. Hence, :since p (Sm) = it Vm, if buyers observe 
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a t.ag value diffcrcnt from t.he one specified in the candidate equilibrium and 
their beliefs rernain unchauged, or shift in such a way a:-=; to increase the 
weight assigned to sellen~ with payoffs under identifiability helow thiis mag
nitude, <leviating will not pay. Otherwise no equilibrium exists. 

Note that this rc:-=;ult is independent of the particular matd1in~ proba
bilities involved. Moreovcr, it is in<lependent of the exact configuration of 
reservation values. 

5.0.1 Public Tags 

The qur~<ition is here: What degree of ídcntification could be achieved íf 
tags werc public in the sense of buyers being ahle to observe not only the tag 
values of thc seller they have been matched with but also those of all the other 
sellers? Again, full differentiation is not possible (except for the limiting case 
in which all sellers' identification payoffs are the same). The a.rgument is 
even more straightforward here than in the case with 'prívate' transactions: 
Assume all sellcrs a.re identifi.ed. Since they can be ranked according to their 
identification payoffs and since pooling payoffs are just convex combinations 
of identification payoffa, deviating; and pooling with a higher ranked seller 
is always profitable. This i~ always so because the consistency requirement 
pins down out of equilibrium beliefs completely in this scena.rio ( unlike what 
happened in the prcvious case): If a buyer observes an individual deviation, 
he can ascertain the exact identity of the deviant by observing the t-ags of 
the 11on-deviating sellers. 

A full pooling equilibrium can be .supported by beliefs' structure.s analo-
gous to the ones specificd for the case of 'prívate' tags. 

5.0.2 Differentiation with Public Tags 

It would be wrong, though, to draw from the previous section the conclusion 
that whether tags are public or prívate is irrelevant, as the following cxample 
makcs plain. 

Say there are three buyers and three sellers, with seller 1 being the top 
one, scller 2 the middle one and seller 3 the boUom seller (ranked ncc.ording 
to identification payo.ffs). As before there is only one tag that sellers choose. 
Assumc now that the identification payoff of seller 2, denote it hy v(2) 4

, 

4 v (n) = ½v(n, 1) + iv (n, 2) + ½v (n, 3} 
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satisfirn, the following inequality, 

1 1 1 
V (2) > -V (1) + -V (3) + -V (2) 

3 3 3 

The following pattern of idcntification i:,; an equilibrium with public tags 
(hut not with private tags): 

The top an<l the bottom sellers share one t.ag value while the middle 
seller differentiates herself. The argument is straightforwa.nl: If the middle 
scllcr imitates the top and bottom sellers, she will obtain the payoff given 
by the RHS of the above inequality. Whether imitating the middle seller is 
profitablc for t.he top seller will depend on out of cquilibrium beliefs. If we 
a.ssume that buyers when they register a deviation from the top and buttom 
sellers' pool, believe thc bottorn player to be the one deviating, then the top 
seller will not want to follow this course of action. Finally, note thaL it does 
not pay for the bottom seller to deviate and imitate the middle seller either 
( under the previously specified out-of-equili bri um beliefs )5 6

• 

Note that none of this would work if tags were private ( even if the top 
seller's tag value is taken to be non-discretiona.ry, the bottorn sellcr would 
still want to imitate the middle player). 

More generally, for any number of sellers and buyers (~ 3), it can be ~hown 
that any equilibrium with <lifferentiation must follow the 'nested' pattern 
suggested by the ex.ample. More precisely, 

Proposition 2 For any N > 2, in an equilibri·um with differentiation, it 
r.annot be that all the identification values of sellers in a given pool be ahove 
all the identification values of sellers in another pool. 

Proof. Assume the contrary. Ta.ke the seller with the lowest identification 
value of both pools. That seller will havc an incentive to imitate the highcr 
pool, as tags are public a.nd, hence, deviating in that manner cannot possibly 
induce beliefs that make the lowest seller worse off. ■ 

lt would seem that (endogenous) differentiation in this game is generally 
impossible with a single prívate tag (evidently observability plays no role 

5Of course, there is a pooling equílihrium here as well. And these two are the only 
possible configura.tions1 as can be easily verified. 

6 In fa.et, fixing the tag value of the top seller would immediately result in an equilibrium 
of t.he above variety since then out-of-equilibrium beliefs will be pinned down exactly (by 
the consistency requirement of sequential equilihríum) in the way just mentioned. 
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in this c011< . .:lusion) 1 and can only be achieved via a sing;le public tag in the 
fo .. ,;;;hion ju:,;t described. Admittedly, this is an odd form of differentiation 
which does not. ~eem at first glance (or even at sccond glance) to have a 
countcrpart in practice. This is hardly surprising, EL'> i<leutil.ies are seldom 
such a one-dimensional affaire. The next natural step is t.hen to look at 
multiple tags. 

6 Multiple Tags and Partial Observability 

With mult.iple t.ags, observability comes into play. Clearly, iI all tags are 
obscrvahlc by ali buyens and all can be freely chosen, then introducing ad
ditional t.ags will not make a difference. It turns ont though Lhat even with 
multiplc private tags (a seller's tags are observable by a buyer only when that 
buyer is matched with the particular seller) and only pa.rtial fields of vision in 
each match (i.e., not .all tag values of the seller are observable by the buyer 
matched with him) differentiation can only result in situations where the 
differentiated players are indilferent between pooling and separation. With 

public tags (buyers can observe a seller's tags even if they are not currently 
matched with him) basically t.he same result obtains in the two-seller Cfü,e. 

In the ~eneral ca.se, though, esscntial differentiation appears possiblc. 

6.1 Private Tags Case 

The results are obtained. under the following simplifying assumptions: 

Assnmption 1 &sume tha.t if Tz E Os ... B1 then Tz E OsmBl, for all seller 
pairs (Sm,Sn), and all buyers R,. 

This o.ssumption is rnade in order to exclude :::iituations where buyers can 
distinguish betwoon sellers regardless of sellers' tag choices. Nuthing essential 
hinges on it. It is introduced just to simplify the exposition. 

Also, and more substantially, it is necessary to restrict out of equilibrium 
beliefs under a particular 1:1et of devia.tions. This is done beca.use it would 
seem very hard to say anything general in the priva.te tags ca.rse. That is the 
content of thc A..'>sumption below. 

A88umption 2 Let T' he obtained from T by setting sorne tags value:s of 
(say) seller n that differed under Lhe original profile equal to those of 
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seller m (in T). IfT (B, n, m, T') ~ T (B, n, m, T) but T (13, n, m: T 1
) -1= 

0 ( where '1' ( B, m, n, T) stands for thc set of tags in the profile T whoSP. 
vnlues differ as between sellers m and n, and are observable by buyer 
R), huyen~ :simply ignore the discordances, and form their beliefs fol
lowing the ta~ values that remain unchanged from T,as they would 
havc if t.here had not been a deviation from T t.o T 1

• 

This restrictiou means that when a buycr is confronted with a deviation 
that equafo•·..es sorne but not all the tag values of a given seller to the values of 
another, the buyer conti.nues to use the remaining differences to <listinguish 
between the two sellers involved. 

I will sta.rt with the two seller case, and then I shall show how to geueralíze 
the result to the case of three or more sellers. 

Proposition 3 Under the above W:Jsumptions, with two sellers onl:v, for any 
subset Ts of thc ,-;et of lag values in the equilibri.um profile T such that 
1~ (n) =f Tz (m), define the set of buyers B (Ts, m, n, T) as consi.sting of 
lhose buyers who can only observe divergent tags in this subset. Then lhe 
projUe T forms part of an equílibrium iff 

v(m,l)= v (n, l) 'rf Ts 
LE B(Ti;,m,n,T) lE B(T.s,m,n,T) 

Proof. Note that it is enough to concentrate on deviations of the kind 
describcd in the assumption above concerning out-of-equilibrium beliefs, i.c., 
deviations that equate a group of divergcnt tag values among two sellers all. 
in eithcr one or Lhe other direction. Other <leviations can always be madc 
unprofitable by chou:,;ing appropriate out-of-equilibrium beliefs. 

1) Let. B (z, m, n, T) be the set of buyers for whom Tz E OsnB, and 
1~ (n) =J. Tz (m). Now, let 

B(m,n.T)= U B(z,m.n,T) 
zt::T(m,n,T) 

with T (m, n, T) = {z!Tz (n) =/= Tz (m)}, then it rnust be that 

L v(m,l) = ¿ v (n,l) 
lEB(m,n,T) lER(m,n,T) 

This follows since, clearly, either seller n or m can deviate a.nd set ali his or 
her tag values equal to thosc of the other. No buyer will be able to detect 
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such a deviation, and, hcnce, any buyer when matched with the deviant seller 
will a.ssume that he or she is being matched with the seller bcing imit.ated 
as tags are as:surned private (i.e., buyers can only observe tag values of the 
sellcr they are being matched with). 

If now the RHS expression in the equation a.hove would exceed the LHS 
expression, playcr n would have an incentive to deviate and imitate m. In 
the reverse situation, player m would have the incentive to imitate n. More 
precisely, note that the general expression for the expccted p.:1,yoff ( ex ante, 
i.e., befare the matching) of a seller n is 

LP (8) LP (s11•n, r-n, '11 8) v (S, B) 
B S 

where p ( B) is the probability that a. seller is matched with buyer B; p ( SITn, T, i¡,n) 
is the probability that seller R assigns to having been matched with seller 
S con<litional on actually being matched with seller n, given the tag profile 
and the observability conditions for buyer B. A seller n deviates from TE 
trying to imitate another seller m by equalizing (say) ali divergent tag values 
to those uf the latter seller. The payoff ton under TE is given by 

¿ p(B)(~v(n,B)+iv(m,B))+ ¿ p(B)v(m,B) 
BEN(m,n,T) BeB(m,n,T) 

and his payulI from this deviation can be written 

1 1 ¿ p (B)( 2v(n, B) + 2v (m, B)) + ¿ p (B) v (n, B) 
BEN(m,n,T) BEB(m,n,T) 

where N (m, n, T) stands for the set of buyers who could not distinguish be
tween n and m under TE, and who consequently cannot distinguish between 
sellers under the deviation either; B (m, n, T), on the other hand, stands 
for the set of buyers who could originally distinguiah between sellers but no 
longer can after the deviation. The payoffs from m trying to imitate in the 
same way n are exactly reversed. Hence, since the first sum in each expression 
cancels out in the comparison, and since the probability of being matched 
with a sellcr is a. constant, the condition for there not to be incentives for 
either player reduces to 

¿ v(m,B) = ¿ v(n,B) 
BEB(m,n,T) BeB(m,n,T) 
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The same logic will apply in what follows, but I will not go over thc 
dctails. 

2) Lct T ( B, m, n, '1') be the set of tags in the profile '1' whose values 
diffor as hP.t.weeu :sellers m and n, and are observable by huyer B. If one can 
partition bnyers into K sets { Gk}f_1 such that for any two sets Gk, G1 in 
this partition, 

u T(H,n,m,T) n U T(R,n,m,T)=0 
Bc.C:,. BFG¡ 

theu within each such group it rnust. he that 

¿v(m,l) = ¿v(n,l) 

This follows sin ce seller n or m can set all tag val u es in, say, U T ( H, n, m, T), 
Bcc;" 

equal to the values of the other seller. SincP. buyers in any other partition 
cell cannot observe this tags, their beliefs will not change in anyway as a con
sequence of this deviation. Buyers within the pa.rtition cell when mnt.ched 
with the deviant will again assume that they are dealing with the seller bcing 
imitated. 

3) Take now the fine8t partition G* satisfying condition ( * ), then it rnust 
be that for any set e; in this .finest partition, 

v(m,l) - v (n, l) 
leB(T(B,m,n,T)) 

-V B E G; 

where 

B (r (ñ,m,n, r)) = { BI T(B,m,n,T) ~ T (B,m,n, r)} 

It is here whcre the restriction on out-of-equilibrium beliefs postulated above 

comes into play. Take a buyer B E Gj such that T ( B, m, n, T) C 1' ( B, m, n, T) . 
If scllcr n, say, decides to set all tags in T ( B, m, n, T) equal to those of the 
other scllcr, player B will be led to belief in the usual fashion that he is 
matched with sellcr m when actually matched with seller n. Player Bon the 
other hand will note the deviation. The restriction on beliefs introduced here 
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simply says that a player like B will continue to diffcrnntiate sellers rn and 
n using the originally divergent Lag values he still registcrs. The restriction 

also gna.rant.ees that in the case whcm T ( B, m, n, T) i T ( Í3, m, n, T) and 

say n sets all tags in T ( B, m, n, T) n T ( B, m, n, T) cq11al to those of m, both 

bu yen,' beliefs will remain unchanged. 
This three type of situatiom exha.ust all possible scena.rios tha.L might 

emerge when a seller m decides to cqualize sorne or all divergent ta.g values 
ru:; bctween him and another seller n,for a given tag values profilc T. Hence, 
if all the cquations of the above type are satisfied, no seller will have an 

incentive to deviate (in the particular wny ('.Onsidered) from the profile T. 
Since other deviation.i:; (i.e., ones where tags take values that do not figure in 
T) can be excluded ::Jtraightforwardly by specifying out-of-equilibrium heliefa 
appropriately, it is clear tha.t if these conditions are satisfied, T must form 
part of an equilibrium. With private tags, the rever::;e implication is obvious. 
■ 

In generalizing to more than two players, the only difference is that now 
one must allow for pools of pla.yers, i.e., groups of players who cannot be 
distinguished by sorne buyers. In order to do that, lct me ir1troduce sorne 
notation: If given a set of sellers JJ, a tag values' profile T and a buyer B, it is 
the case that for any two sellers S, S' in the set and far all Tz E On, Tz (8) = 
T: (S'), then P forros a pool in the eyes of buyer B, and I write P88, meaning 
the pool of sellers in the eycs of B that contains seller S. 

Proposition 4 Under the previous two as8umptions, a tag values pro}Ue T 
fornis part of an equilibrium iff for any subset Ts of the .<iet of lag vaiues in 
T su<:h that Tz ( n) =/. Tz ( m) , it i.<i the case that 

1 1 L L -
1
P. 

1
v(S,l) = ¿ L -IP. 

1
v(S,l) 

lEB(Ts,m,n,T) SePml ml leB(Ts,m,n,T) SePnl nl 

Proof. The argument is exactly analogous to the one in the proof of the 
two-seller case. ■ 

Note one difference between the two-sellers ca.se a.nd the general case: 
In the two-seller case one could interpret the conditiorn; on equilibrium tag 
profile:s as implying that there could be differentíation only if sellers wcre 
indilferent between being fully identified and pooled. In the more general 
case this interpretation is clearly no longer tenable. Now1 it is only required 
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that a scllcr be in<lifferent between being identified with her group and being 
identified with any other group distinguishable from hers. This suggests that 
as the number of sellers increru:;es, the scope for this form of 'indifferent' 
differentiation increases as well. This insofar as thc restricLions on the space 
of reservation values become less stringent as the number of potential pooling 
arrangements expand. 

6.2 Public Tags 

With public tags, as already pointed out in the introdnction to this section, 
the situation is more complex. The extra possibilities arise because many 
deviations that went unnoticcd in the private tag;s will now be rcgistered. 

One ímportant difference is that now &ssumption 2 follows from the con
sistency requirement in the definit.ion of sequential equilibrium. Hcre is an 
intuitive explanation: Say, there are two sellers and two tags. Under the 
original tag profile, both tag valucs differ between sellers. Now, one the sell
crs deviates and equates one of her tag values to the value of this tag for the 
othcr 8eller un<ler the original profile. A huyer mat.ched with the deviant can 
tell thcre was a deviation just as she would in the priva.te tags case. The 
difference is Lhat now this buyer must conclude that she is matched with the 
deviant for otherwise she vvould have to presume that both sellers deviated 
simult.aneously.. The overall pattern of tag values she now observes ( which 
shc could not observe with private tags) cannot be explained in any other 
way. It can be shown though that the consistency requirement excludes such 
simult.aneous <leviations (see Kreps a.nd Wilson ?). 

In thc two-seller case this is the only substantial difference: 

Proposition 5 With public tags, two sellers, and under assumplion 1, a tag 
profile forms part o/ an equilíbrium iff the following conditíons hold: 

v(m,l) = v (n, l) \::/ Ts 
lE B(Ts ,m,n, T) IE B(Ts,m,n,T) 

Proof. While, as said, thc logic underlying this result is ba.sically the same 
as with private tags, the a.rithmetic is somewhat different: When a seller 
'pools' with the other, since now tags are public, buyers invariably realize 
that a deviation occurred, and, hence, average out their reservation vaJues 
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across pooled sellers. Take the case where all divergent t1:tg'8 are equalized by 
sdk:r n. His payofI from this deviation is now 

1 1 
¿p (B) (2v (n, H) + 2v (m, B)) 

B 

whilc his payoff from staying the course is 

1 1 ¿ p(B)(2v(n,B)+ 21J(m,B))+ L p(B)v(n,B) 
BEN(n,m,T) BcB(n.m,1') 

The payoff from an analogous deviation for m is exactly the same as the 
devialion payoff for n. The payoff from staying the course for m differs from 
that for n only in that the second sum is over v (m, B) rather than over 
v (n, l). H is easy to see that factoring and cancelling terms the condition 
reduces to the same expression as with private tags. 

The rest of the a.rgument is the sarne as with private ta.gs. ■ 
With more than two sellers, it no longer seerns to be the case that dif

ferentiation can only take place if sellers a.re indifferent. The difference with 
thc two-sellers ca.-se is that buyers ca.nnot tell exactly who devialed; they now 
havc to form beliefis regarding the likely identity of the deviator from among 
the members of the relevant pool. As those beliefs do not appear to be in 
any way restricted by the requirement of consistency, I will work in what 
follows with the scenario most favorable to differentiation and assurne that 
a buyer who registers an equalizing deviation will assume that the deviator 
is the member of the deviant's pool with the lowest reservation value. I will 
denote that seller s:n,, where m stands for the seller who is adually deviat
ing. Generally, the inequality defining whether a deviatíon for a seller n who 
tries to im_itate m is profitable should be written 

L L fRnL~ + 1 v(S,l) + 
lER('T'.-,,m,n,T) SEPm1 

1 
IP. I + l ¿ p (SI P111\ n) V (S, l) :5 

ml SEPn1 

1 L L IPnilv(S,l) 
LEB(T.s-,m,n,T) SEPnl 

In what follows I will take p (S~11Pni\ n) = l. 
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Proposition 6 W·ith public tags, undcr. ass'Umptiori 1, and with three or 
more sellers, any tag profile satisfying 

1 L L I.P. 1 v(S,l) < 
mi +l 

l>.c8(1's,m,n,T) St:(Pm1 u s;_1) 

L L J;nl((S,l) 
lf B(Ts,m,n,T) SE Pnl 

L L IP. ~ lv(S,l) < 
lcB('ls,m,n,T) St=(Pn1 u s;_1) ni + 

1 L L y-v (S, l) 'rlTs 
lf' 8(7:~,m,n,T) SE Pml I ml 1 

reprc.r;ents an equilibrium and vice-versa7 . 

ProoJ. These are just the inequalities that have to be satisfied if an equalizing 
deviation ís not to be profitable for either of two difjerentiated players, n,m. ■ 

While the previous 'proposition' irs hardly informative, sorne interesting 
corollaries follow from the formulas: 

Corollary 7 Given two differentiated players n and m,if Pn = Pn1, Pm -
Pm1 'rl l E B (Ta, m, n, T) then differ-entiation has to be ne!Jted. 

Proof. Under this condition, one can rewrite the payoff from an equalizing 
deviation by, say, player n ainúng to imitate a. player m,as follows 

1 L I P. 1 + 1 L V ( S, l) 
SE(P.,.u S.";) mi lt=B(Ts,m,n,T) 

This is just a convex combination of the pe.yoffs under identification in the 
eyes of buyers in B (Ts, m, n, T) .Siinila.rly for m. ■ 

Note that thiE result also suggests the possibility that a seller might re
rnain differentiated from another even if the identifica.tion payoffs of all the 

7More generally, the expression should be written 

1 
IR I 1 ¿ p(SIPn,\ n)v(S,l) :5 

ml + BEP..,1 

1 E E IP .. d V (S, l) 
l€B(Ts,m,n,T) SEPnl 
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::¡ellers in the othcr seller'::, pool are all above each of the itleutífication payoffs 
of the sellers in his pool. 

Another corolla.ry characterizes conditions under which whether differen
tiation via T.-, is sustain1:1,ble will only depend on thc cardinality of the pools 
of the differentiatcd players, thea- identification payoffs and the payoffs of the 
other sellers in the deviant's pool. 

Yet another corollary statcs that if two sellers are differentiat.ed via Ts and 
are not llOoled in the eyes of buyers in B (Ts, m, n, T) then the different.iation 
rnust be indifferent. 

Corollary 8 a)Differertliation via T_q bdween two sellers m, nin the eycs of 
buyers in B (Ts, m, n, T) will only depend on the size of tlteir respective pools, 
their idcntification payoffs and those of the other selle.rs in the deviant's pool 
if 

L {v(m,l) +v(S~1,l) _ v(n,l)} > 
IEB(Ts,m,n,T) IPmd + l IPn1I 

L {v(m,l) _ v(m,l) +v(S,:,,l)} 

ICB(1:S,m,n,T) IPmd IPnd + 1 

b} If two sellers m and n are d-ifferentiated via T8 but IPnd 1 
V l E B (Ts, m, n, T) , this differentiation must be indifferent. 

Proof. A) Rewriting the conditions above in the following way 

L l;n,I L V (S,l) ~ 
IE.i::l(T.s,m,n,T) SEPnl\n 

1 L IP. 1 + 1 L v(S, l) $. 
IE B(Ts,m,n,1") nl SE P,.¡ \ n 

L {+-( L v(S,l))- v(n,l)+v(S~ 1 l) + v(m,l)} 
lEB(Ts,m,n,T) j mll SePml\m IPnzl + l IPmd 
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Clearly, the ex.prcssion on the LHS in the first inequality is larger than the 
corresponding expression in the second inequality. Also, the summation on 
the RHS of the first inequality is smaller than the corresponding summation 
in the second inequality. Hence if the remaining cxpression on the RHS 
of the first inequality is also smaller than the corresponding ~pression in 
the sccond inequality, the two inequalities will be satisficd regardless of the 
speci.fic values t.aken by the other expressions. 

b )If now thesc last mtlntioned expressions are equal and there is no pooliug 
(hence the remaining expressions all take the value zero), clearly the ouly 
way the two inequalities can be sa.tisfied simultaneously is if each hol<ls with 
equality. ■ 

The main lesson from this is though that there can be 'essential' differ
entiation (as opposed to indifferent differentiation) so long as there is partial 
pooling and ali tags are public. 

7 Differing Perspectives and Differentiation 

So far I ha.ve not defined formally wha.t public resp. private means. In 
order to <lo that, the formal framework has to be extended. The easiest 
way to do this would seem to be to work with two partitions of a subject 's 
set of attributes: One divides that set into observable and non-observable 
subsets within a match, while the other divide1:1 it into observable ami non
observable subsets a.cross matches. That is, one defines the subset of subject 
i's attributes Of;1 that can be observed by agent K whether or not that agent 
is matched with that subject. The set OJii, on the other hand, includes the 
attributes of subject i that a.re only observable by agent K when thc latt.er 
is matched with the former. 

The public tag case then corresponds to a sítuation in which 0~8 = 
o:s 'i S 1 'i B. The situation with 0~8 = {0} 'v 8, 't:I B represents the private 
tags ca.se. It is convenient also to define a puhlic tag for a buyer B as one 
which belongs to both the above sets, i.e., if Tz E 0,8 n oti:s then Tz is 
public far B. Similarly define a private tag for buyer B as one that bclongs 
only to the set O~s- An 'open I tag for buyer B would be one that belongs to 
o;~ but not to Ot~. 

Another distinction that will turn out to be of releva,nce in the di.scussion 
that follows is that between the three situations O~~ e Ot1s, 0~8 :) O~~q 
and o:s n 0~5 =/- 0 but o;; i Ot~ or Of;; i o::9• In a seuse each of thesc 
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scenarios describes a perspective of thc huyer. Call the first constellation a 
'narrow' perspcctive ( or 'myopic', or 'frog' pcrspecti ve), the second a 'wide' 
perspective (or 'far-sighted', or 'bird' perspectivc), ami Lhe third a 'mixed' 
perspective. 

7 .1 Essential Differentiation in the Two-Sellers Case 
with Differing Perspectives 

It has been shown that essential differentiation cau take place with more than 
two sellers in the multiple-tags, partial-ohservability scenario. IIere it will be 
shown that such differentiation can al.so takc place in the two-seller case if at 
least sorne buyers have nMrow, wide or mixed perspectives. In these cases, 
the result will depend on the choice of out-of-equilibrium beliefs. 

First., I show a preliminary result: 

Proposition 9 lf there are two buyr..rs who have either ali public or all pri
vate persp~ctives then differentiation mu.9t be indifferent. 

Proof. Takc a subset Ts of the set of all tags { zlTz (n) =/:- Tz (m)}. Now 
consideran equaJizing deviation by, say, n, setting T.f (n) = Tz (m) "rt z E T8 . 

The set of buyen, B (Ts, m, n, T) can be pe.rtitioned in two subsets, the set of 
t.hose with public perspectives and the set of those with prívate perspectives, 
BPr ('l's, m, n, T) and BPu (Ts, m, n, T), respectively. 

The inequality defining whether the deviation is profitable can be writtcn 

¿ v(m,B) + L (}v(n,B) + ~v(m,B)) < 
BE BPr(Ts,m,n,T) RE BP11 (Ts,m,n,T) 

L v(n, B) 
BE B(Ts,m,n,T) 

A similar expression obtains for t.he corresponding deviation by the other 
seller. It is then straightforward to show tha.t the only way both inequalities 
can be imtisfied is if they both hold with equality. ■ 

Onc thing to note is that now even though differentiation must be in
different, it is no longer the case that Lhis implies that the payoffs under 
identification in the eyes of buyers in B (Ts, m, n, T) rnust be the same. 
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More complex ubservability conditions might ddiver f::!ssential differentia
tion in this two-seller case for all belief formation rulr.s ex.cept the symmetric 
rule just used. 

To illust.rate this la.~t poiuL, take the case with two tags, eme uf which is 
µublic, the other private (in the eyes of sorne buyer), but both oh.servable 
within a match, i.e., a case of narrow perspective. Say, to start with, only 
tag 2 is supposed to di.ffer. H now seller 1, s~y, deviates equalizing all hís 
tags to thuse of the other seller, this buyer when matched with the dcviant. 
will realire that a deviation has takcn place, and, moreover, will know who 
thc deviant is, but will still not know wíth whom she is currently matched. 
Thc following diagram illustrates what this buyer observes 

(S2) 
? 

:/= T2 (2) 

The incquality means that the buyer expected these tvvo tag valu~ to 
differ; in other words, she is aware a deviation has taken place. The brackets 
around thc buyer designations denote the fact t.hat the buyer, of course, 
cannot directly observe them. 

If now the buyer has a wide perspective so that after the deviation she 
observes 

(SI) (S2) 
? T1 (2) 
T2 (2) :/: T2 (2) 

again an analogous issue arises. 
The question is now: Is it reasonable to require that this buyer forros 

beliefs in exar:tly the same way when seller m imitates seller n, as when the 
oppo.site happens, and to require, moreover, that the buyer thinks it equally 
likely the sellei- she is currently matched. with is 1 or 2? If so, then the result 
previously mentioned applies. Otherwise, onc muld get strict differentiation. 

The consistency requirement <loes not seem to require that beliefs takc 
this form in this kind of situations ( assumption ? above takes care of other 
situations), unlike the situation with all public tags. This because of thc 
extra piece of information T1 (2) in each case. Similar considerations apply 
to the 'mixed' case. 

Proposition 10 In the two-seller case, if buyer.,' perspective8 are narrow, 
wide 01· mixed there can be .'ltrict differentíation. 
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Proof. For symmetric beliefa rules, the relevant inequalities can be 'WTitten 

¿ 1,(m,B) + ¿ (1v(n,B) + ~11(m,B)) + 
RE RP1 (Ts,ni,n,T) BEBPu(Ts,m,n,T) 

(c"tv (n, B) + /3v (m, B)) $ v(n,B) 
Be aw,N.M (Ts,m,n,T) REB(Ts,m,n,T) 

¿ v (n, B) + ¿ (tv (n, B) + ~v (m, B)) + 
BE BP•·(Ts,m,n,T) BEBP"(Ts,m,n,T) 

(o:v (n, B) + .Bv (m, B)) $ v (m, H) 
RE RW, IV• M (Ts, m,n,T) BE B(Ts,m,n,T) 

Thcse ínequaJities can be satisfi.ed strictly so long as a =/: ½8
. ■ 

This shows that even in the two-sellers case, there might be scope for dif
ferentiation, so long as the observability conditions are sufficiently complex. 

An importa.nt coroll&ry of the previous proposition is that Lhere might 
be full strict identification of :;orne sellers in the eyes of sorne buyers in the 
presence of complex perspectives. Note that this could not happen with all 
pu blic for each buyer in which case pooling was necessa.ry in arder for strict 
differentiation to emerge. 

8 Conclusions 

The re.mlts show that even in the absence of rules prohibiting agents from 
imítating cach other ('trade mark laws') and even in a game without sorne 
natural separating !:itructure (in contra.st to 'mating' ga.mes), so long as the 
observabílity conditions are complex enough a.nd there is some heterogeneity 
in tastes, one can expect sorne degree of 'natural' or 'endogenous' differen
tiation. This even in the two-seller case, and even if it is possible to rank 
sellers using identification payoffs. On the other hand, stríct differentiation 
can only be complete (in the eyes of at least sorne buyers) if perspectives are 
sufficiently complex, otherwise a degree of pooling (and publicity) is key to 
sustain strict differentia.tion. 

8I have a.'ISumed symmetric belieí Corme.tion. A fortiori, if the statement holds for 
symmetric rules, it holds for asymrnetric ones. 
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. Though it is dangcrons to jmnp from snch abstrad analysis into practica! 
issues, it would seem that sorne variant of this type of analysis could help 
decide thorny, subtle questions that arisc in the ímplementation of trade 
mark laws (for example, it could hclp decirle which 8et of characteristics of 
a business are really 'distinctive' and hence should be protected). Moreover, 
a.<1 already poiuLed in the introduction, rnany questions that mise in decidiu~ 
the: marketing :straLegies of a firm are closely related to thc subje:ct matLer 
of t.his paper, first ttnd foremost, of course, the choice of trade mark itself. 
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